
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR VS

CHARLES I AND THE LIFE OF CROMWELL

Dec 2, The English Civil Wars () stemmed from conflict between an army of English and Scottish Royalists, which
prompted Cromwell to the English Civil Wars, Charles II finally returned to England as king, The Civil War was a long
and gruesome conflict that claimed more than , lives and.

Local grievances In the summer of these national troubles helped to polarize opinion, ending indecision about
which side to support or what action to take. Throughout the summer, tensions rose and there was brawling in
several places, the first death from the conflict taking place in Manchester. Throughout the s, war between
king and Parliament ravaged England, but it also struck all of the kingdoms held by the house of Stuart
â€”and, in addition to war between the various British and Irish dominions, there was civil war within each of
the Stuart states. These events became known as the English Restoration. He took Leicester , which lies
between them, but found his resources exhausted. Though Charles II â€” was invited to take the throne in ,
Parliament's victory established the precedent that the monarch could not rule without the consent of
Parliament and placed the nation on the path towards a formal parliamentary monarchy. The New Model
featured a unified command structure and professionalism, which would swing the military advantage firmly
towards Parliament. Cromwell finally engaged the new king at Battle of Worcester on September 3, , and
defeated him. Unable to come to any resolution, the two sides clashed at the Battle of Edgehill in October.
However, Charles aroused the most antagonism through his religious measures. Cromwell was appointment to
Lord General, effectively commander in chief, of the parliamentary armed forces in  When the troops marched
into Parliament, Charles asked William Lenthall, the speaker, where the five were. This had the desired effect
of forcing Essex to move to intercept them. Historians in the past portrayed the Civil War as the time when
Parliament defeated the power of the king. Instead it functioned as a temporary advisory committee and was
summoned only if and when the monarch saw fit. This happened in the first major skirmish of the Civil War,
when a troop of about 1, Royalist cavalry under Prince Rupert , a German nephew of the King and one of the
outstanding cavalry commanders of the war, [78] defeated a Parliamentary cavalry detachment under Colonel
John Brown at the Battle of Powick Bridge , which crossed the River Teme close to Worcester. In
Parliamentarian eyes, the typical Royalist was a dissolute gentleman, possessed of a suspiciously foreign air
and prone to acts of sudden violence. The remaining members, known as the Rump Parliament, ordered
Charles tried for treason. The battle was fought largely at Walton-le-Dale near Preston in Lancashire, and
resulted in a victory by the troops of Cromwell over the Royalists and Scots commanded by Hamilton. And on
the other side If he did not, they would "take" the money by pillaging and burning the cities and towns of
Northern England. As they resulted in the restoration of the monarchy with the consent of Parliament, the civil
wars effectively set England and Scotland on course to adopt a parliamentary form of government. Thomas
Wentworth was executed in May  Charles married a French Catholic against the wishes of Parliament. The
defeat at the Battle of Lostwithiel in Cornwall, however, marked a serious reverse for Parliament in the
southwest of England. This move, while saving Buckingham, reinforced the impression that Charles wanted to
avoid Parliamentary criticism of his ministers. When Parliament complained in , he dismissed them. This was
a list of complaints about the way he was running the country.


